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INTRODUCTION
Point of sale or POS, also known as Point of Purchase is the place where people buy 

and sell. In other words, POS is a checkout or cashier counter. 

So, POS can be anywhere humans complete transactions. At the point of sale, 

the merchant calculates the amount of money that a customer needs to pay and 

once the payment is done, he provides him with an invoice for this transaction.

To facilitate the transactions, the Point of Sale (POS) system is used by retailers or 

businesses. 

A POS system is not a standalone machine or process — it’s a constellation of things 

that together enable retailers to process customer-facing transactions efficiently and 

streamline business processes connected with these transactions.
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Hardware Components: 
cash register, cash drawer, barcode scanner, receipt printer, swiping machine

Software Components:
The POS Software helps a retailer to manage his business and to control all transactions. 

All modern POS systems have a frontend interface for the point of sale and a backend side 

for behind-the-scenes analytics and management functions.

The staff processing the transactions uses the frontend interface, normally on a touchscreen 

monitor or a tablet. The backend is accessed separately in a browser or an application window 

either on the same device or a separate computer. Regardless of the type of POS software, 

the frontend interface and backend are always connected and synced.

Two ways data can be stored in a POS system; either onsite or cloud-based.

An on-site POS software is installed ‘locally’ on a retailer’s own server, i.e. on a computer-based 

on the premises of the retail store.

While on the other hand, a cloud-based POS software is hosted online, i.e. data is stored on the 

POS provider’s internet servers, enabling the retailer to access it from any computer browser. 

A key advantage of cloud-based systems is that they tend to provide more options to integrate 

with other software programs.

Backend functions of a POS: 
Inventory management, data insights from customer purchase behaviour for marketing, 

Standard reports for audits.

Any POS system 
consists of hardware &
software components.
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Integration/Use-Case 
Of Blockchain Systems 
With POS Technology 
(benefits)
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Digital Receipts for added security
In the current scenario, printed receipts are given to customers as a confirmation of a 

transaction. But through Blockchain systems like SapaNO finance; digital receipts will 

be generated which will virtually be indestructible and will always be accessible to the 

customer and the retailer. 

Because of the digital receipts on Blockchain, there will be no need to search your 

pockets or your bags for the physical receipt while trying to return or exchange an 

item. Potentially there will be fewer unsatisfied customers who will have a service 

declined because of a missing receipt. Besides, as digital receipts don’t need to be 

printed, it is eco-friendly and additionally a cost-saving instrument for the retailer.
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Quick audits that save time
Currently, all sales reports of a retailer need to be transferred to an accountant after a 

particular time for auditing. But with the implementation of Blockchain, since an 

auditor/legal authority will also be a stakeholder in the blockchain point of sales eco-

system such as SapaNO finance, he can directly access time-stamped records related 

to taxation and payment. Thus, making it possible to conduct annual or quarter audits 

quickly without the need to send these reports separately to an accountant.

2
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Enabling payments through digital currencies
Payments can/will be deducted automatically from the crypto wallets of the customer 

when they place an order and can be transferred to the wallet of the business owner. 

These transaction details will be saved on the blockchain which can be later used for 

taxation or audit purposes.

3
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Transaction rewards for all users
Through Blockchain technology, loyalty points, and reward coupons can be stored 

digitally and can be accessed anytime from anywhere. While shopping, the customer 

will not be required to carry physical coupons. Besides, alerts about the redemption of 

any applicable coupon can also be sent to the customers through a blockchain-en-

abled platform like SapaNO. 

For every transaction that occurs on SapaNO E-POS devices, rewards will be generated 

based on the amount transacted and sent to the investors (Holders of SAPA token), the 

Vendor and the client.

4
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The Need/Market
Opportunity For 
Sapano Finance
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It is common knowledge that older POS systems have weak security because they 

usually experience network downtime and slow processing; leaving them vulnerable 

to attacks. POS terminals are also common attack surfaces because they do not meet 

PCI compliance safety standards, which makes them an attractive target for hackers.

Every time a POS user swipes a card or enters a pin, data is transmitted through the 

POS system and its components. These systems may include; a terminal in addition to 

keypads, chip readers, printers, inventory tracking systems, barcode scanning, and 

reporting functions.

Since older/bank native POS services are prone to network downtime, slow processing 

and other native POS problems, POS terminals become common attack surfaces 

because they do not meet PCI compliance, which makes them an attractive target for 

hackers. 

Moreover, a vendor could simply be responsible for the POS device or terminal, or an 

entire network. Without knowledge of how best to manage parts of the POS systems, 

what tools are being used, cyberthreats, connectivity issues, or non-compliance; which 

most times result in financial losses.

Also, POS machines are unable to discern the difference between a correct and fraud-

ulent transaction.
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Our Proposed 
Solution 
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With these previously mentioned limitations; we introduce SapaNO Protocol 

Consensus Algorithm (SPCA) which in POS transactions is applied every few 

seconds by all nodes, to maintain security, correctness and decentralization.

SapaNO revises the existing POS consensus schemes to improve decentralization 

and fairness.

For decentralization, the protocol would offer mining opportunities to a wider set of 

stakeholders.

For fairness, the protocol will prevent fraudulent activities and fairly compensate 

affected parties if attacked. While ensuring fairness, the protocol will also have a 

reward mechanism that incentivizes clients.

Additionally, the protocol complements the existing proof of work-based cryptocur-

rencies to facilitate their transition to the proposed scheme and avoid bootstrapping 

complexities.

Instances of this protocol can be observed as with Bitcoin; where the challenge 

includes producing a nonce string which, when hashed with the block header, 

produces a lower value than the target threshold set by the system. As a reward for 

the efforts, the block releases coins to the miner’s account. Once a block is published, 

all its transactions are approved and the block is added to the blockchain.

These blocks are permanent and cannot be altered. In other words, cryptocurrencies 

are the first known form of currencies that are not tethered to some kind of 

trust-based system; they are incorruptible.



How it works
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The Prototype: 
Sapano Finance
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The Project 
Roadmap

-Token creation, token distribution to team members,    
air drop program

-Private sale
-Presale

-Active swap on Pancake swap

-Exchange listing
-Deployment of our Mobile app (featuring our e-pos)

-Ecosystem development/deployment of test-net
-SAPA2.0 LAUNCH> 

Sapa2.0 will feature active stake to gain, hold for share of 
daily POS transactions.

-SAPANO MAINNET MIGRATION

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4



Proof of Our 
MVP:





Thank 
You!
Email: contact@sapa-no.com

+86 150 4016 0452, +234 806 924 3283, +234 706 917 2066

Ibom E-library, IBB avenue, Uyo, Akwa Ibom State.
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